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O1 - Group-theoretical applications in the study of reconstructive phase transitions
César Capillas, Mois.I. Aroyo, J.Manuel Perez-Mato
(Depto. de Física de la Materia Condensada, Universidad del País Vasco, Apdo. 644, 48080 Bilbao Spain)
mois.aroyo@ehu.es
In the last years there has been an increasing interest in structural phase transitions with no group-subgroup relations
between the two phases. The reconstructive phase transitions are typical examples for such transformations. An
essential step in their description is the determination of the so-called transition path or transformation pathway,
which includes the possible local atomic displacements and lattice strains occurring during the transformation.
Here we report on the development of a procedure for a systematic study and determination of the possible transition
paths of phase transitions with no group-subgroup relation between their phases. The method is based on certain
symmetry and structural criteria. It is assumed that the transformation involves, at least locally, an intermediate
“hypothetical” configuration described by a common space subgroup H of the two end phases, G1 and G2. The
symmetry description is reduced to the study of the group-subgroup relations of the two symmetry breaks, G1→ H1
and G2→ H2 with H1≅ H2 ≅ H. Additional symmetry constraints on the transition-path candidates follow from the
occupied atomic orbits in the two initial structures. The introduction of the so-called maximal symmetry transition
paths results in a convenient classification scheme for the possible transition paths. The general character of the results
of the symmetry analysis follows from the fact that these results do not depend on the specific structures but just on the
structure types of the two end phases. The structure-dependent characterization of the possible transition paths and an
evaluation of their plausibility is achieved by the analysis of the affine transformation H1→ H2 that results in the lattice
strains and atomic displacements involved in the transition.
The described procedure forms the basis of the computer program TRANPATH that has been implemented at the
Bilbao Crystallographic Server (www.cryst.ehu.es). Given the structures of the two initial phases specified by the
symmetry groups G1 and G2, the lattice parameters, and the atomic coordinates in the asymmetric units, the program
provides a list of possible maximal symmetry transition paths between the two structures types characterized by
common subgroups H of G1 and G2. The application of structural constraints (tolerable lattice strains and atomic
displacements) may result in discarding some of the proposed symmetry paths for the case of the specific initial
structures, and in this way, establishing a figure of merit for the transition paths in terms of empirical structural
criteria. As an illustration, we present the results obtained with the program for two typical cases of reconstructive
phase transitions: wurtzite to rocksalt and zincblende to rocksalt structure types. In both cases, our systematic
approach permits the derivation of the transition paths that had been previously proposed and discussed in the
literature. In addition, we are also able to propose new maximal symmetry transition paths between the structure types
that could be of interest and importance in the transformation studies of some specific structures.
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O2 - A continuum model for geometrical and topological properties of polyhedral tilings, with applications to
crystal structure systematics
Andrew G. Christy (Department of Earth & Marine Sciences, Australian National University,
Canberra, ACT 0200, Australia), andrew.christy@anu.edu.au
In a crystal structure, species are surrounded by coordination polyhedra of ligands, and it is necessary that the
geometrical properties of the polyhedron are consistent with the bonded and nonbonded distances characteristic of the
atomic species involved. Polyhedral edge-radius ratios, inter-radius ‘bond angles” and other parameters vary
systematically with one another, but characterisation of the regular polyhedra is normally regarded as a set of disjunct
exercises in discrete geometry. It is shown that if shape descriptors such as the mean number of faces, edges and
vertices are allowed to take non-integral values, then a single set of equations calculates parameter values that are
exact for all the Platonic solids, and are useful average values for less regular polyhedra.
This approach is extended to infinite tilings of polyhedra, which can be regarded as structures containing only one type
of atom. Different types of coordination can be surveyed rapidly for those that optimise properties such as non-bonded
distances, density.
Structures with two differently coordinated types can be represented as polyhedral tilings in which one atom occupies
vertices and the other occupies the centres of cells. For a given shape of cell, there are characteristic stoichiometry and
coordination numbers. It is proposed that the parameters calculated in this approach are indicators of the densest
possible structures with particular stoichiometries or coordination numbers.
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O3 - Information and graph theory to analyze molecular properties in crystallographic Fourier maps.
Applications in Materials Science

Santiago García-Granda (Departamento de Química Física y Analítica, Facultad de Química, Universidad de
Oviedo, 33006 Oviedo, Spain), Amador Menéndez-Velázquez (Instituto de Ciencia de Materiales de Madrid, CSIC,
Cantoblanco Ctra de Colmenar Km 15, 28049 Madrid, Spain and SpLine, European Synchrotron Radiation Facility,
6 rue Jules Horowit, BP 220, F-38043 Grenoble CEDEX, France) sgg@uniovi.es

The last step of a crystal structure determination that requires human intervention is the interpretation of Fourier maps,
displayed as peaks in a favourable projection. Crystallographers infer bonding by empirically assigning bonds
between peaks via purely geometrical criteria. In our approach, a network connecting peaks and passes of the density
function is used in order to avoid human intervention and bonding inference.
An analysis on what is known as the interpretation of Fourier maps (determining the nature of the peaks in the map - in
order to assign them a suitable scattering factor - and allocating bonds between some of the possible peak pairs) has
been done from both the information theory2 and the combinatorial algebra3 points of view. Before interpreting the
map, a quantitatively measurable entropy (uncertainty, unknowingness) relating to the molecular structure is known.
After the interpretation, this entropy becomes amount of information. This analysis allows us, for the first time in
crystallography, to quantify these parameters and analyse the contributions of the different information sources.
Combinatorial algebra provides a methodology to quantify the number of Fourier graphs, different and compatible
with a given disposition of Electron Density maxima, lead to the observation that the number of possible graphs
increases very rapidly producing the so call “combinatorial explosion”, which can be observed even in the case very
small size structures.
Both results lead unavoidably to the impossibility of finding a unique solution to the interpretation of the molecular
graph.
An automatic algorithm for the full analysis of critical points and recognition of the molecular graph in Fourier maps
has been developed1 and implemented into the DirDif4 package. This procedure has been applied successfully to a
wide variety of crystal structures. In most cases, the complete structure is recovered and the connectivity matrix is
constructed without any user intervention.
The Topological Analysis allows extracting the Bond Nature from the Electron Density Map. The type of interaction
and Bond Multiplicity may be deduced from the magnitude of the Electron Density at the bond Critical Point, while
the Bond Anisotropy may be inspected from the Bond Ellipticity.
Using this methodology, accurate bond properties are very well extracted from conventional Fourier maps, ρ and ε
have values closed to the best experiments or theoretical calculations. Some application examples will be shown and
discussed.
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]

Menéndez-Velázquez, A. & García-Granda, S. (2003). J. Appl. Cryst. 36, 193–205.
Menéndez-Velázquez, A. & García-Granda, S. (2006). Acta Cryst. A62, 129–135.
Menéndez-Velázquez, A. & García-Granda, S. (2006). In preparation.
Beurskens, P. T., Beurskens, W. P., de Gelder, R., García-Granda, S., Gould, R. O., Israel, R. & Smits, J. M. M (1999). The
DIRDIF-99 program system, Technical Report of the Crystallography Laboratory, University of Nijmegen, The Netherlands.
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O4 - Computer simulation of the temperature-pressure-volume equations of state of crystals and melts in the

system CaO-MgO-Al2O3-SiO2
Masanori Matsui (Earth Sciences, University of Hyogo, Japan) m.matsui@sci.u-hyogo.ac.jp

Crystals and melts in the CaO-MgO-Al2O3-SiO2 (CMAS) system are major constituents of the earth’s crust and
mantle. Molecular dynamics (MD) method was used to simulate the temperature-pressure-volume (T-P-V)
equations of state of both crystals and melts in the CMAS system. Lattice dynamics (LD) technique was also applied
to calculate thermodynamic properties of the crystals. A key component of numerical computations is the reliability
and applicability of interionic potentials used for simulation. In a previous publication (Matsui, 1996) we computed
the properties of various silicate melts using a rather simple rigid-ion model. An improved potential model
incorporating many-body forces was developed in this study, in which the repulsive radii of O ions were allowed to
deform isotropically under the effects of other ions in the system concerned, as reported by Matsui (1998; called
breathing-shell model). Quantum correction to the MD pressure was made using the Wigner-Kirkwood expansion of
the free energy. The net charges of the ions were constrained to be q(Ca) = q(Mg) = 2/3q(Al) = 1/2q(Si) = -q(O) to
apply the potential to both crystals and melts with any composition in the CMAS system. Required energy
parameters, including the oxygen charge, repulsive radii, van der Waals coefficients of ions, and the oxygen breathing
parameters, were derived empirically to reproduce the observed T-P-V equations of state of a wide structural variety
of crystals in the CMAS system, as well as the measured volumes of enstatite, wollastonite, diopside, and anorthite
melts at high temperatures. The LD and MD simulations were quite successful in reproducing well these measured
properties of both crystals and melts. The MD method was further applied to study the compositional dependences of
the volumes of melts in the SiO2-Al2O3, SiO2-Ca3Al2O6, and MgSiO3-CaSiO3 joins at high temperatures.
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O5 - Symmetry constraints on the physical properties of an anisotropic material
Giovanni Ferraris
Dipartimento di Scienze Mineralogiche e Petrologiche (Università di Torino) and Istituto di Geoscienze e Georisorse
(CNR), via Valperga Caluso 35, 10125 Torino; Italy. giovanni.ferraris@unito.it

The contribution intends to summarize and illustrate the well established, but sometimes overlooked,
behaviour of physical properties in anisotropic materials. Via a mechanical analogy, it is first shown that in general,
because of the anisotropy implicit in a crystalline material, a cause vector F acting along a direction generates an effect
vector D along a different direction. The tip of the effect vector D describes an ellipsoid and the aij coefficients of the
equation describing the ellipsoid are the components of a 2nd-rank tensor.
In general, in the crystals the relationship between a cause and an effect is expressed via 3n parameters
which are known as components of an nth-rank tensor. Scalars and vectors are 0th- and 1st-rank tensors. The ellipsoid
mentioned above represents a 2nd-rank tensor. Vectors can be either polar (e.g., angular velocity) or axial (e.g.,
pyroelectricity); both kinds of vectors are compatible only with a subset of point groups. Stress and strain are
examples of 2nd-rank tensors. The relationship between stress and strain is expressed by a 4th-rank tensor and describes
the elasticity properties of a material. The application of a stress may generate electric dipoles in suitable materials;
this property, known as piezoelectricity, is expressed by a 3rd-rank tensor.
The maximum number of 3n parameters, which in principle are necessary to describe an nth-rank tensor, is
usually reduced to a smaller number via two mechanisms.
1.

The inherent characteristics of the physical properties. E.g., being stress and strain represented by symmetric
2nd-rank tensors for which aij = aji, the 34 = 81 components of the elasticity tensor are reduced to a maximum
of 21 components.

2.

The crystal symmetry (point group) of the material. E.g., the maximum of 6 components of a symmetric
2nd-rank tensor, which is represented by an ellipsoid with mmm symmetry, reduces to two components in
crystals belonging to tetragonal, trigonal and hexagonal crystal systems; in fact, the rotation axes 4, 3 and 6
constrain the ellipsoid to assume a ∞/m symmetry (rotation ellipsoid) with its ∞ rotation axis parallel to the
rotation axis of the crystal.

Concerning the action of the crystallographic symmetry, it is necessary to distinguish between crystal properties
(macroscopic properties) and site properties (microscopic or atomic properties). Typically, the form (general or
rotation) and orientation of the ellipsoid of atomic displacements (thermal parameters describing the displacement of
an atom around its equilibrium position) are constrained by the site point group (symmetry of the Wyckoff position)
and not by the crystal point group.
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]

M. Catti - Physical properties of crystals: in C. Giacovazzo et al. Fundamentals of Crystallography, 2nd edition. Oxford 2002.
E. Hartmann – An introduction to crystal physics. IUCr website.
D.R. Lowett – Tensor properties of crystals. Bristol 1999.
Putnis – Introduction to mineral sciences. Cambridge 1992.
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O6 - Advanced TEM and STEM: Atom-Imaging Principles and Applications to Materials Science
Yoshio Matsui
National Institute for Materials Science, Tsukuba, Japan. MATSUI.Yoshio@nims.go.jp
Recent developments of advanced “transmission electron microscope” (TEM) and “scanning transmission
electron microscope” (STEM), and their applications to advanced materials science, are reviewed.
High-resolution TEM (or HRTEM) techniques had been developed from late 60’s, and plenty of
applications to advanced materials, such as high-Tc superconductors, have been reported. This technique
is based on the interference among the transmitted and diffracted electron beams, and shorter wavelength
of high-voltage TEM is quite effective for achieving higher resolution. Fig.1 (a) & (b), shows NIMS
high-resolution HVEM (H-1500) and the HRTEM image of oxycarbonate superconductor obtained at
800kV. Each atom of Sr, Ca and Cu is resolved as black dots, while the site of CO3 as weak gray ones.



Fig. 1 (a) NIMS, high-resolution, high-voltage TEM,
(b) HRTEM image (800kV) of oxycarbonate type of high-Tc superconductor.



On the other hand, atom imaging technique by scanning transmission EM (STEM) is developed rather
recently, and especially, the “high-angle annular dark field” (HAADF) image is considered quite useful in
materials science, because the image contrasts strongly depends on the Z-number of each atoms (so-called
Z-contrast). At NIMS, we have recently constructed new STEM (HD-2300: 200kV) equipped with a
cold-field-emission gun (cold FEG), high-resolution objective lens and high-energy-resolution EELS, and
achieved atom resolution close to 0.1 nm. Fig.2 shows an example of HAADF image from beta-type of
silicon nitride (Si3N4). Each Si atom is resolved as white dot in this image.

Fig. 2 HAADF image (200kV) of Si3N4, obtained by STEM (Kimoto et al.)
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O7 - Phase Transitions in PZT and PMN-xPT Ceramics
Dhananjai Pandey
School of Materials Science & Technology, Institute of Technology, Banaras Hindu University, Varanasi-221005
dpandey@bhu.ac.in

In recent years, several monoclinic phases have been discovered in the technologically important PZT, PMN-PT and
PZN-PT ferroelectric ceramics with morphotropic phase boundary characteristics. Eighth order Landau theory for
ferroelectric phase transitions in perovskites predicts three different monoclinic phases of MA, MB, and MC type with
Cm and Pm space groups. Noheda and coworkers (Phys. Rev. B 61, 8687 (2000)) have discovered that the tetragonal
phase of PZT with compositions close to the MPB transforms to an MA (Cm) type monoclinic phase at low
temperatures. We have discovered yet another low temperature monoclinic phase with Cc space group to which the
MA (Cm) monoclinic phase transforms on cooling (Phys. Rev. B 64, 054101 (2001), Phys. Rev. B 65, 212101 (2002)).
The Cm to Cc phase transition is an antiferrodistortive (AFD) transition leading to superlattice reflections which are
observable in the electron and neutron diffraction patterns only and not in the XRD patterns as a result of which
Noheda and coworkers missed the Cc phase in their high resolution XRD studies at low temperatures. The discovery
of the Cc phase requires revisiting the eighth order Landau theory by including terms corresponding to yet another
order parameter describing tilts of oxygen octahedra. We have further shown that the ‘so called’ rhombohedral
compositions near the MPB are also monoclinically distorted in PZT. In the PMN-PT system, we have discovered MB
and MC type monoclinic phases in the MPB region (Phys. Rev. B 67, 064102 (2003)). These monoclinic phases seem
to hold clue to the high piezoelectric response of PZT and PMN-PT type materials at the morphotropic phase boundary
composition. Further, the discovery of these phases has led to very significant modifications of the phase diagrams of
the PZT and PMN-PT ceramics. A review of these developments will be presented in this talk.
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O8 - Interactive 3D space group visualizer
E. Hitzer (Univ. Fukui, Jap.), hitzer@mech.fukui-u.ac.jp, C. Perwass (Univ. Kiel, Ger.) christian@perwass.de
A new free [1,4] interactive OpenGL software tool is
demonstrated, that visualizes all monoclinic, and so far
part of the orthorhombic, triclinic and hexagonal space
group symmetries. The software computes with Clifford
(geometric) algebra [2,3].
The space group visualizer is a script for the open source
visual CLUCalc, which fully supports geometric algebra
computation. Start up opens 3 windows: info, tools, and
visualization (Fig. 1). The symmetry choice is done by
first selecting the crystal system (e.g. monoclinic) then the
point group and finally the space group. The tool window
at the bottom contains a number of tools that allow to
modify the visualization: Draw Basis, Loci (general
postions), and Lattice; Lattice Type, selected Generators,
Symmetry Generator (operations), Symmetry Elements
(by Type), 3D Cell Count, Color and Lighting, 3D
Element Offset, cell Angles, and side Lengths. With the
mouse buttons and the shift key one can freely rotate,
translate and scale the visualization in 3D.

Figure 1 Space Group Visualizer screen image.

The lattice basis, the points in general positions and the cell lattice can be clicked on and off. In the future the lattice
type will also provide non-standard lattice choices. The selected generators form a generator basis of the space group.
Their choice and visualization is one by one. Symmetry elements can be selected and displayed individually (axis by
axis, plane by plane, center by center, etc.), by type, or in a total combined view. Fig. 2 shows as example for space
group No. 12, symmetry element display by type and in total combination. The user has the freedom to change the
extension of the lattice domain in every direction. In large domains, a central lighting scheme enhances visualization.
The 3D element offsets determine general positions and allow e.g. to graphically demonstrate Wyckoff positions.
Lengths and angle freedom allow the user to vary the parameters of a crystal cell which are to be determined by
physical crystal analysis.
In our presentation we will first give some brief insights into the algebra and software structure of the Space Group
Visualizer to facilitate its use. Then we demonstrate space group selection and the powerful set of interactive tools,
including continuous free interactive 3D rotations, repositioning and resizing of the crystal domain in view.

Figure 2 Top: rotations, screw rotations, inversions. Bottom: reflections, glide reflections, combination of all symmetries.
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]

Hitzer E, Perwass C, Space Group Visualizer download (free): www.spacegroup.info
Hestenes D (2002) in Proceedings of App. of Geom. Alg. in Comp. Sc. and Enging, Cambridge (UK): L. Dorst et. al. 3-34
Hestenes D, Holt J (2006) preprint.
Hitzer E, Perwass C (2006) Bulletin of the Society for Science on Form 21(1): pp. 38,39 and pp. 55,56
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O9 - The need for coexisting symmetrised components to rationalise the description and refinement of problem
structures.
A. David Rae, the Research School of Chemistry, the Australian National University,Canberra, Australia.
rae@rsc.anu.edu.au

The author is currently completing an update of his refinement program RAELS to refine problem crystal structures,
ready for a general release. The program’s concept includes using a number of components to a reflection intensity,
the combination of which is to be determined by modelling and refinement. The program is currently restricted to
three h,k,l indices per component but a component can be an adjacent reflection, a substructure in the same cell or of a
different orientation of the same cell or a different cell. Each component specifies a selection of atoms, symmetry
elements, cell and reflection indices. This allows a most general description of twin-disorder, including stacking faults
that combine different orientations and origins of a prototype (ideally ordered structure). It also allows the coexistence
of polymorphic structures that interchange across a commensurate surface (match a, b and γ).
(3+1) dimensional crystallography concepts allow diffraction data to be broken up into components according to an
index condition m where h = g + mq and data can be monitored as a function of m. However, tabulation of space
groups and symmetry relations between space groups miss out on many of the insights available by using irreducible
representation theory and the grand orthogonality theorem. In particular the (3+1)D approach assigns a parent
symmetry (corresponding to parent reflections g) and allows a single one dimensional irreducible representation per
value of m. The relationship between irreducible representations is defined by the (3+1)D symmetry operations. The
selection of a parent symmetry with N times as many symmetry elements means the existence of N inherently
orthogonal symmetrised components per value of m, each with its own choice of global phase (choice of origin along
q),
scale and content. This can be construed as having N (3+1)D space groups each with the same (3+1)D space group as
a sub group. This higher symmetry space group is chosen to identify minor components of the scattering density or
help explain twin-disorder mechanisms associated with pseudo symmetry at an interface.
A feature of perfect twinning is that ΣR|F(RH)|2 = Σn=1,N|Fn(H)|2 and sets of N symmetrised components become
uncorrelated complicating the refinement of the minor components. A feature of a doubly degenerate irreducible
representation is that any linear combination of basis functions is also a basis function. There is thus a choice as to how
basis functions are created. A symmetry element of the parent symmetry that becomes disallowed is used to create an
orthogonal pair of basis functions which together describe an ordered untwinned prototype structure. Such a pair of
basis functions are uncorrelated in the perfect twinning model (above). There is a choice as to how the first basis
function is created allowing a separation between major and minor contributors to intensity. This identifies sensible
constraint-restraint procedures for the minor component. Twin-disorder mechanisms are associated with symmetry
elements of the parent symmetry that the prototype structure does not use.
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O10 - Short-Range-Order Stacking in Cu2Gd2/3S2, Ti1.43S2 and Deuterated Sodium Cobaltate
Mitsuko Onoda (National Institute for Materials Science, 1-1, Namiki, Tsukuba, Japan) onoda.mitsuko@nims.go.jp
The average structure of ternary sulfide Cu2Gd2/3S2 has been refined using single crystal X-ray diffraction data:
P⎯3, a=3.899, c=6.421Å. The average structure is based on hexagonal close packing of S with Cu in tetrahedral sites,
and Gd in octahedral sites with the average occupancy 2/3. Diffuse streaks were observed on an electron diffraction
pattern. A model of an intralayer order and interlayer short-range order of Gd vacancies was expressed using three
possible configurations, P1, P2 and P3, of Gd and vacancies. In the model, the sequences such as P1-P1, in which
neighboring order layers are the same, do not occur, and P1-P2 and P1-P3 occur with the same probability and so on.
Diffuse scattering intensities were simulated by application of the matrix method for stacking disorder. The
calculated diffuse intensity distribution explains the broad maxima observed in the electron diffraction pattern, X-ray
diffuse scattering intensities measured using a single crystal and the total X-ray powder diffraction pattern of
Cu2Gd2/3S2. The model is quite similar to a short-range order stacking model of order layers of Ti and vacancies in
Ti1.43S2–4H. The average structure of Ti1.43S2 is the 4H type (a=3.438, c=11.432Å) with double hexagonal close
packing of S. Ti atoms occupy the octahedral sites fully and partially in alternating Ti layers. Diffuse streaks appear
on electron diffraction patterns, and a section of the diffuse streaks indicates the hexagonal cell with A=√3a arising
from an intralayer order of Ti vacancies. Six possible configuration of Ti and vacancies, P1, P2, P3, Q1, Q2 and Q3,
in partially occupied layers are considered. The results of simulation for a model with s=2, where s is the number of
layer units necessary to distinguish the stacking disorder, were in agreement with the observed diffuse maxima. The
models of Cu2Gd2/3S2 and Ti1.43S2 are reasonable with respect to the Coulomb interaction between metal atoms and
vacancies.
Two different phases of hydrated sodium cobaltate, NaxCoO2·yH2O (x~0.35, y~1.3), have been found to be
superconductors with Tc of about 4.5K. Deuterated specimen of the first phase was obtained from γ-Na0.7CoO2
(P63/mmc, a=2.8, c=11.2Å) through soft-chemical modulation, i. e. removing part of the Na by bromine and
subsequent immersion in heavy water. Most of reflections have shown hexagonal symmetry and an expanded cell
constant c of 2×9.8Å with two CoO2 sheets in its unit cell, and the first phase can be referred to as 2H. Deuterated
specimen of the second phase was obtained from α-NaCoO2 (R⎯3m, a=2.9, c=15.6Å) through the same soft-chemical
modulation process as that for the first phase. From rhombohedral features in powder pattern and a cell constant c of
3×9.8Å with three CoO2 sheets in its unit cell, the second phase can be referred to as 3R. Neutron diffraction patterns
of 2H and 3R phases show conspicuous diffuse maxima around 2.8Å and 2.6Å in addition to sharp reflections due to
CoO2 part. Shapes of diffuse scattering look much alike in the patterns of 2H and 3R, and diffuse maxima in both
patterns could be indexed based on a trigonal cell with dimensions (2/√3)a×(2/√3)a. We consider the diffuse
scatterings are originated from the guest parts, and the guest parts are assumed to be stacked with the same manner in
2H and 3R in spite of the different lattices of the host parts. The structures are treated as an interpenetration of two
layered subsystem structures, CoO2 part (a1=b1=2.83Å) with regular 2H or 3R stacking and deuterated sodium part
(a2=b2=(2/√3)a1=3.26Å) with short-range-order stacking. Based on the trigonal cell with a2=b2=3.26Å and c=9.8Å, a
fundamental model of the guest sheet can be expressed on assumed local symmetry, three-fold rotation axis and
inversion center. An interlayer short-range order model is expressed using four possible configurations, Q1, Q2, Q3,
Q4, with respective shift vectors 0, (1/2)a2, (1/2)b2, (1/2)a2+(1/2)b2. In the model, the sequences such as Q1-Q1, in
which neighboring guest layer units are the same, do not occur, and the other sequences, such as Q1-Q2, Q1-Q3,
Q1-Q4, occur with the same probability 1/3. Probability table is expressed as shown in Table 1. Using the computer
program FU1 (K. Kato), the intensity distribution can be calculated as a function of h2, k2, and ζ. Conventionally, the
program PPROFL (K. Kato) can be used with FU1 for the purpose of powder pattern simulation. In this work, a part
of the procedure for using PPROFL has been modified in consideration the misfit between two-dimensional lattices
and difference of unit cell volume of the subsystems. For 00l reflection calculation, z coordinates of all atoms in both
of CoO2 part and the guest part are used. For h1k1l reflections, except 00l, based on a1=b1=2.83Å and 3c or 2c,
coordinates of atoms in CoO2 part are used. For h2k2ζ scattering, except 00l, coordinates of Na, O and D in the guest
part are used. Agreements between the simulated and observed patterns are fairly good, Rp=5.88% for 3R and
Rp=6.36% for 2H.
l+1
l

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Q1

0

1/3 1/3 1/3

Q2

1/3

Q3

1/3 1/3

Q4

1/3 1/3 1/3

0

1/3 1/3
0

1/3
0

Table 1 Probability table P for a short-range-order stacking model in the guest part of deuterated sodium cobaltate.
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O11 - Hydrogen desorption and absorption process of NaAlH4 and modified NaAlH4
C. Phurata, N. Muangsina, P. Rangsunvigitb, Y. Suttisawatb, S. Kulprathipanja c
a

Department of Chemistry, Chulalongkorn University, Bangkok 10330, Thailand

b

Petroleum and Petrochemical College, Chulalongkorn University, Bangkok 10330, Thailand
c

UOP LLC, Des Plaines, Illinois, USA

NaAlH4 doped with 4mol% of HfCl4 showed the maximum hydrogen capacity of 5.5wt%. It was obtained from the
first desorption and dropped to 2.2-2.6wt% after that. The drawback of the doped-NaAlH4 is the reported loss of
stability upon cycling. The reason for this seems to be due to the incomplete rehydrogenation in the second step
(Na3AlH6 to NaAlH4). This, in turn, might be explained by (i) the reduction availability of Al due to the formation of
large Al crystallites, possibly accompanied by coating of the Al particles by NaAlH4 and (ii) the formation of Hf-Al
alloy, resulting in its reduced effectiveness. In this work, we purpose to reduce the formation of Hf-Al alloy and large
Al crystallites by adding porphyrins Al/Hf complex into the doped sodium alanate system. The mechanism and result
of hydrogen desorption/absorption were investigated by X-ray diffraction and Rietveld refinement method.
3NaAlH4
2Na3AlH6
6NaH

Na3AlH6 + 2Al + 3H2
6NaH + 2Al + 3H2
6Na + 3H2

[1] B. Bogdanović, M. Schwickardi, J. Alloys Comp. 1(1997), 253-254.
[2] D. Sun, S.S. Srinivasan, G. Chen, C. Jensen, J. Alloys Comp. 373 (2004), I1-2, 265-269.
[3] A.G. Haiduc, H.A. Stil, M.A. Schwarz, P. Paulus, J.J.C. Geerlings, J. Alloys Comp. 393(2005), 252-263.
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P1 - On a topological space dendrite generated by a self-similar space
Yoshihito Ogasawara, Tomoyuki Yamamoto, Kimihisa Ito, Akihiko Kitada (Faculty of Science and Engineering,
Laboratory of Mathematical Design for Materials, Waseda University), Kazuo Yamamoto (Kanagawa Institute of
Technology) E-mail: akitada@waseda.jp

A topological space is called a dendrite provided that it is a compact, connected, locally connected metric space
which contains no simple closed curve. Let f j , j = 1, K , m be the following weak contraction from a dendrite

( X ,τ ) to itself.
d ( f j ( x), f j ( y )) ≤ α j (t )d ( x, y ) for d ( x, y ) < t , 0 < α j (t ) < 1, inf α j (t ) > 0.
t>0

Under the conditions, i) Each f j is one to one, ii) The set

∑

m
j =1

U

m
j =1

{x ∈ X ; f j ( x) = x} is not degenerate, iii)

α j (t 0 ) < 1 for some t 0 > 0 , we can obtain a nonempty 0-dimensional, perfect, compact weak self-similar

space ( S ,τ S ) in ( X ,τ ) characterized by the relation

U

m
j =1

f j (S ) = S .

Main Results
1.

There exists a, not one to one, continuous mapping f

from ( S ,τ S ) onto the dendrite ( X ,τ ) . The

decomposition space ( D f ,τ ( D f )) of ( S ,τ S ) is a dendrite again. Here, D f = { f −1 ( x) ⊂ S ; x ∈ X } and

τ ( D f ) = {u ⊂ D f ; ∪ u ∈ τ } .
2.

There exists an infinite sequence X , D f , D f 1 , D f 2 , K of dendrite any pair in which are mutually
homeomorphic.

X ≅ D f ≅ D f 1 ≅ D f 2 ≅ L.
The dendrite D f 1 is generated by a weak self-similar space S 1 based on the contraction f j1 on D f which is
topologically conjugate to f j , that is, f j1 = h o f j o h −1 : D f → D f . Here h : ( X ,τ ) ≅ ( D f ,τ ( D f )). In the same
way, we can define the dendrite D f 2 , L .

fj
X
h

X

Df

h
Df

[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]

f j1

f j1

Df

Df

1

h1

h

Df1

f j2

Df1

A. Kitada, Y. Ogasawara (2005) Chaos, Solitons & Fractals 24: p785, 25: p1273.
A. Kitada, Y. Ogasawara, T. Yamamoto (2006) Chaos, Solitons & Fractals, in press.
A. Kitada (2004) Chaos, Solitons & Fractals 22: p171.
A. Kitada (2005) in Nihon Sugakukwai (Mathematical Society of Japan), Okayama University; Topology Abstract, p3.
A. Illanes, SB. Nadler, Jr. Hyperspaces, Marcel Dekker, 1999.
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P2 - Superspace description of the homologous series Ga4Tim-4O2m-2
Yuichi Michiue (National Institute for Materials Science, Japan), Akiji Yamamoto (National Institute for Materials
Science, Japan), Masahiko Tanaka (National Institute for Materials Science, Japan) MICHIUE.Yuichi@nims.go.jp
A generalized approach has been proposed for the structure description of the homologous series with crystallographic
shear (CS) structures [1]. The CS structure is derived from a parent structure, applying the shear operation that is
defined by the shear plane and the shear vector. A number of phases forming a homologous series are obtained by
varying the interval of the shear planes. A (3+1)-dimensional model for an ideal CS structure is built up in connection
with the shear operation in 3d space. Unit vectors and structural parameters are related to those of the parent structure,
and dependent on the shear plane, the shear vector, and the index defining the composition (i.e. the interval of the
shear planes) of the phase. In an ideal CS model, modulation functions are inherently discontinuous and sawtooth-like.
Once the ideal model is established, this can be used as an initial model for the structure refinement. The deviation of
a real structure from the ideal one was considered by adding a few Fourier terms in modulation functions.
The method was applied to the structure refinement of the homologous series Ga4Tim-4O2m-2 (m: odd) which are
derived from the rutile structure [2]. The shear operation is given by the shear plane {2 − 1 0}r and the shear vector
1/ 2 1/ 4 1/ 2 r . Unit vectors and structural parameters of the ideal CS structure are related to those of the rutile

structure. The relations were obtained by modifying those of the general case [1], so that the structure has the mirror
plane normal to the 3rd axis and the centering translation (0, 0, 1/2, 1/2) in 4d space.
Unit vectors of the ideal CS structure a, b, c are related to those of the rutile structure a0, b0, c0 as follows.

⎛a⎞
⎛ a0 ⎞
⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟
⎜ b ⎟ = S⎜ b 0 ⎟ ,
⎜c⎟
⎜c ⎟
⎝ ⎠
⎝ 0⎠

(1)

where S=I-M, I is the 3× 3 unit matrix, and M is the 3× 3 matrix given by
⎛α ⎞
⎜ ⎟
M = ⎜ β ⎟(2 s a
⎜γ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

2s b

0) .

(2)

α, β, γ are components of the modulation wavevector (2/(m+1), -1/(m+1), 0), and sa, sb are components of the shear
vector s=saa0+sbb0+scc0. The amplitudes of the sawtooth-like functions for the displacement along a, b, and c axes are
linearly dependent on the distance from the occupation domain (OD) center x40:

⎛ U x1 ⎞
⎜
⎟
0
⎜U x 2 ⎟ = x 4 − x 4
⎜U ⎟
⎝ x3 ⎠

(

⎛ 2s a ⎞
⎛ s' a ⎞
⎜
⎟
⎜ ⎟
0 ~ −1
⎜ s' b ⎟ = x 4 − x 4 S ⎜ 2s b ⎟ ,
⎜0 ⎟
⎜ s' ⎟
⎝ c⎠
⎝
⎠

)

(

)

(3)

where s'a, s'b, s'c are a, b, and c components of the vector s'=2sab=2saa0+2sbb0. When the 4d coordinates of the OD
center are denoted by (x10, x20, x30, x40), the first three are represented by

⎡⎛ x 0 ⎞
⎛ x10 ⎞
⎛ 2 s ⎞⎤
⎜ 0 ⎟ ~ −1 ⎢⎜ 10 ⎟ 1 / 2 − ∆ ⎜ a ⎟⎥
⎜ x2 ⎟ = S ⎢⎜ x2 ⎟ −
⎜ 2 sb ⎟⎥ ,
2
⎜ 0⎟
⎜ 0 ⎟⎥
⎢⎜ x 0 ⎟
⎝
⎠⎦
⎝ x3 ⎠
⎣⎝ 3 ⎠

(4)

p

with the fractional coordinates of the parent structure (x10, x20, x30)p, while the last one is x40=αx10+βx20+γx30-(1/2-∆)/2.
Thus, all parameters except for ∆ are determined by the parent structure (unit vectors a0, b0, c0, location of atoms (x10,
x20, x30)p in the unit cell of the parent structure), the modulation wavevector (α, β, γ) and the shear vector (sa, sb, sc).
[1] Michiue Y., Yamamoto A., Tanaka M. Philos. Mag., in press.
[2] Michiue Y., Yamamoto A., Tanaka M. (2006) Acta Crystallogr. B62, 737-744.
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P3 - Extensions of the Charge Distribution analysis to structures based on anion-centred polyhedra
Massimo Nespolo1 and Giovanni Ferraris2
LCM3B UMR-CNRS 7036 Université Henri Poincaré Nancy I, BP239, F54506 Vandoeuvre-lès-Nancy, France
Department of Mineralogical and Petrologic Sciences, University of Torino, and IGG/CNR, via Valperga Caluso 35,
I-10125 Torino, Italy. Massimo.Nespolo@lcm3b.uhp-nancy.fr
The empirical analysis of the bond connectivity of a crystal structure had its start with Pauling’s concept of bond
strength [1] and has developed by the introduction of a dependence of the bond strength from the bond length. This
dependence was introduced as empirical curves, e.g. in [2], by the application of graph theory, e.g. in [3], or by
considering the Madelung Part of the Lattice Energy, as in [4].
A simple yet powerful extension consists in the Charge Distribution method [5-8], which makes use of the
experimental distances in each coordination polyhedron to calculate the Effective Coordination Number (ECoN) [9].
ECoN is then distributed among all the atoms forming the corners of a polyhedron, with the formal oxidation number
(charge) of the atom at the centre of the polyhedra as a factor. The sum around each atom should give back the charge,
within a small tolerance.
The Charge Distribution method employs a Madelung-type scheme and applies to non-molecular structures. It was so
far limited to a description in which electropositive atoms occupy the centres of the polyhedra and electronegative
atoms the corners. Whereas this classical description is most often preferred, there are cases in which the opposite
description, in terms of anion-centred polyhedra, is more satisfying. We have extended the computer program that
calculates the Charge Distribution, which now allows the user choosing either description. Some examples of
structures better described as anion-centred will be presented: a short summary is given in the following table (q =
formal oxidation number; Qc = computed charge when the structure is treated as cation centred; Qa = computed
charge when the structure is treated as anion centred;).

Mercurian tetrahedrite
Cu11.28Hg0.72(S13Sb2.92As1.08)
Atom
q
Qc
Qa
Cu/Hg
1.15
1.17
1.15
Cu
1.17
1.12
1.17
Sb/As
3.00
3.06
3.01
S1
-2.00
-1.96
-1.99
S2
-2.00
-2.40
-1.99

Phoenicochroite
PbO·PbCrO4
Atom
Qa Atom
q
Qc
Ce
3.00 Pb1
2.00
1.84
P
5.00 Pb2
2.00
1.84
O1
-2.00 Cr
6.00
6.32
O2
-2.00 O1
-2.00
-1.94
O3
-2.00 O2
-2.00
-1.86
O4
-2.00 O3
-2.00
-1.93
O4
-2.00
-2.40
Table 1. Example of structures better described as anion-centred

[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]
[7]
[8]
[9]

Monazite-(Ce)
CePO4
q
Qc
3.00
3.26
5.00
4.74
-2.00
-2.60
-2.00
-1.56
-2.00
-2.42
-2.00
-1.42

Pauling, L. (1929). J. Am. Chem. Soc., 51, 1010-1026.
Brown, I. D. (1978) Chem. Soc. Rev. 7, 359-376.
Rutherford, J.S. (1998). Acta Cryst., B54, 204-210.
Hoppe, R. (1970b). Adv. Fluorine Chem., 6, 387-438.
Hoppe, R.; Voigt, S.; Glaum, H.; Kissel, J.; Müller, H. P.; Bernet, K. (1989). J. Less-Comm. Met., 156, 105-122.
Nspolo M.; Ferraris G; Ohashi H. (1999). Acta Cryst., B55, 902-916.
Nespolo, M.; Ferraris, G.; Ivaldi, G.; Hoppe, R. (2001). Acta Crystallogr., B57, 652-664.
Nespolo M.; Ferraris G.; Hoppe R. (2001). J. of Ceramic Processing Res., 2, 38-44.
Hppe, R. (1979). Z. Kristallogr., 150, 23-52.
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Qa
1.97
2.03
6.00
-2.00
-2.00
-2.00
-2.00

P4 - Crystal structures of 6-deoxyclitoriacetal and its derivatives
T. Teerawatananond, N. Kitpratuang, N. Ngamrojnavanich, W. Tirawanich, A. Petsom and N. Muangsin∗
Research Centre for Bioorganic Chemistry, Department of Chemistry, Faculty of Science, Chulalongkorn University,
Bangkok 10330, Thailand.

6-Deoxyclitoriacetal is a substance extracted from the dried roots of Stemona collinsae Craib. It has been
known to have a cytotoxic activity against various types of human carcinoma possibly due to by its ability to
intercalate with DNA as evidenced in vitro assay [1,2]. In order to enhance its activity, Compound I was derivatised to
contain a functional group with more flexible and can be participated hydrogen bonding with DNA. The derivatives of
6-deoxyclitoriacetal were prepared as shown in scheme 1 [3]. In this work, we studied the relationship between crystal
structures, hydrogen bonding and cytotoxic activity of 6-deoxyclitoriacetal and its derivatives based on spectroscopic
and x-ray crystallographic techniques.
8
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O
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OH
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O
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O
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12a

H

H
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M eO
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O
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O
O

Amines

4a
4 Acetone

1a
OH
1

3
2

DMSO
OH
OTs

OM e

OM e

R

O
OM e

OM e

OM e

Compound I

OH

O

Compound II

OM e

Compound III
where R = aliphatic amines or
aromatic

Scheme 1. Synthesis of compound II and compound III.
Keyword: 6-deoxyclitoriacetal, hydrogen bonding and cytotoxic activity

[1] Roengsumran S., Khorphueng P., Chaichit N., Jaiboon−Muangsin N., Petsom A., Crystal structure of 6-deoxyclitoriacetal,
C19H18O8, Z. Kristallogr. NCS, 218, (2003), 105-106.
[2] Lin, L. J.; Ruangrungri, N.; Cordell, G. A.; Shieh, H. L.; Min, Y.; Pezzuto, J. M., 6-deoxyclitoriacetal from
Clitoria−macrophylla, Phytochemistry, 31, (1992), 4329−4331.
[3] Kolokythas G., Kostakis K. I., Pouli N., Malakos P., Kletsas D., Pratsinis H., Synthesis and cytotoxic activity of some new
azapyranoxanthenone aminoderivatives, Bioorganic & Medicinal Chemistry, 11, (2003), 4591−4598.
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P5 - Crystal structure and functional study of Thalassemic mouse/human Transgenic Hemoglobins.

Chariwat Samanchat* Lukana Ngiwsara** Jisnuson Svasti*** Duangporn Jamsai**** Suthat Fucharoen**** and
Palangpon Kongsaeree*

Department of Chemistry, Center for Protein Structure and Function, Mahidol University* Chulabhorn Research
Institute, Vibhavadee-Rangsit Highway, Bangkok 10210, THAILAND** Department of Biochemistry, Center for
Protein Structure and Function, Faculty of Science, Mahidol University and Chulabhorn Research Institute,
Vibhavadee-Rangsit Highway, Bangkok 10210, THAILAND*** Thalassemia Research Center, Institute of Science
and Technology for Research and Development, Mahidol University, Salaya Campus, Nakorn Pathom 73170,
THAILAND.****
Hemoglobin E (HbE), the most common β-thalassemic disease in Southeast Asia, is caused by a substitution of
Glutamic by Lysine at codon 26 of the β-globin gene. Clinically they are very heterogeneous in severity. Individual
homozygous HbE exhibit mild thalassemia, while the combination of Hb E with a β-thalassemia mutation exhibit
highly variable severity. A novel C57BL/6 Transgenic murine model of HbE were generated by S. Fucharoen's group
with knock out mice that had deletions of the β-globin genes in order to create mice expressing chimeric hemoglobin
(muα2:huβ2E). Evidently, human βE-transgene can be expressed and functioned in vivo. The transgenic HbE and HbA
can be purified to homogeneity with DEAE anion-exchange chromatography. The transgenic hemoglobins were
successfully crystallized, the crystals belong to the monoclinic P21 space group with unit-cell parameters of a=53.81,
b=151.25, c=76.81 Å and β =97.38o and the same space group with unit cell parameters of a=53.60, b=148.65,
c=77.70 Å and β = 97.67o for αm2/βE2 and αm2/βA2, respectively. The structures were solved by using MR-method and
refined to the 2.3 Å resolution. In the transgenic αm2/βE2 structure, Lys26 in human βE-globin chain lost two Hydrogen
bonds with Arg30 and His117 with respect to the Glu26 in the normal β-globin. Structural analysis of the difference
between both hybrid molecules will be discussed. The structural investigation of transgenic hemoglobin would
eventually reveal the involved mechanism in atomic level leading to better understanding of thalassemic mouse model
before the development for testing antisense therapy and some antioxidant drugs instead of testing in human.
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P6 - Investigation of Acid Sulfate Alteration in the Part of Cenozoic Magmatism Belt of Cenral Iran (Nain
Area)

Batoul Taghipour , Iraj Noorbehesht, Mohammad Ali Mackizadeh
Geology Department, University of Isfahan, Iran

The studied area is located in west of Nain and includes the Cenozoic magmatic belt of Central Iran. Volcanics and
related pyroclastic rocks of Eocene age with acid to intermediate composition are the main litology of this area. In this
context there is basalt, pyroxene andesite, trachy andesite and trachydacite. There are some occurrences of various
hydrothermal alterations such as: silicification, sericitification, chloritization, kaolinitization and alunitization.
Alunitization is the most important hydrothermal alteration in this area. Concerning on it’s importance to association
with Au- Hg- Ag mineralization, studies are focused on it’s mineralogy and genesis. Alunite is associated with,
natroalunite, jarucite, barite, pyrite, hematite, microcrystalline quartz and … in altered volcanic. Geochemical studies
including ICP-MS and XRF analysis have revealed and the mineralization of Au-Hg-Ag in association with alunitized
rocks and the existence of epithermal system in the ore deposit.

Key Words: Alteration, Volcanic Rocks, Alunite, Ores, Epithermal
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P7 - Geological and Mineralogical studies of hydrothermal alterations (kaolinitization) in north and north –
east of Isfahan.

Batoul Taghipour , Iraj Noorbehesht, Mohammad Ali Mackizadeh
Geology Department, University of Isfahan, Iran

Northern and North – Eastern parts of Isfahan are included to well known Cenozoic Magmatic Belt of Central Iran.
There are extensive Eocene volcanic events. The late intrusion bodies which are belonged to Oligo – Miocen are
caused some dispersed hydrothermal alteration in kesh and Marsar areas. Mineral assemblages of these alterations are
characteristic of acid – sulphate or advanced argilic type alterations. The kaolinite – alunite association with likely
hypogene source and kaolinite – jarucite with likely supergene source are distinguished in keshe and Marsar
respectively.
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